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Isabell has been a member of PaperWEIGHT since 2002 and was the newslet
November 2005 until summer 2010. A few years ago PaperWEIGHT members
answer some questions for publication in the newsletters. The following are Isa
from 2006: 
 
How long have you been using and playing with paper?  
What made you start in the first place? 
 
I blame my Dad. Firstly, he trained as a painter and decorator and had  
made a beautiful sample book during his apprenticeship. His class was  
trained by a local artist and this book of samples was like a treasure:  
I was only allowed to look at it on special occasions but I often thought  
of the book and the images and it inspired me when I was a small child.  
 
Later my Dad re-trained and worked for the local newspaper.  We  
always had huge rolls of waste paper from his work in the house and  
early on I became fascinated with the idea of making all sorts of things  
from paper and discarded newspapers. I still have one of my first craft  
books: ‘Basteln mit Zeitungspapier’ which I bought in 1975!  
 
What do you create with/ from paper?  
Do you produce work in a series or one-offs? 
 
I make artists’ books and paper sculptures. Most of my pieces  
are one-offs.  
 
Did you start artistic life with a different medium?  
Are you still using other media? 
 
My background is in expressive arts, using dance, drama and other  
art forms in counselling and self-development, working with individuals  
and groups. I started to be interested in photography in my late teens 
and taught darkroom techniques and photography in a rehab centre for  
disabled adults in Germany in the 80’s. I also write poetry, stories, flash 
fiction etc and use both, my own text and images in most of my paper art. 
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What are the qualities you like about paper? 
 
The variety, the feel of it, how versatile it is, its unexpected strength… 
 
What is your workspace like? Are you neat and precise in your work environment or is it 
creative chaos?  
 
Most of the time there is a small path through all sorts of stuff that leads to my computer and my 
work surface. Every now and then I attempt to sort my studio into a neat and tidy environment but 
give up when it all gets too overwhelming! This is so embarrassing. 
 
How do the seasons effect your work: is winter a useful time for certain things and spring 
etc. for others? 
 
If I’m busy I prefer it if it’s bad weather, never mind what time of year. It’s difficult for me to work 
outside: either bits of paper get blown away or it is too sunny to see my laptop screen properly. 
Either way I don’t get anything done when it’s nice. Fortunately I live in Scotland!!! 
The only exception is my photographic work. I do that  
in any weather and have often come home completely  
drenched. 
      
Do you have themes and if you do, what are they?  
Have they chosen you?! 
 
Themes can be influenced by a lot of different elements:  
it could be the quality of a sheet of paper or the colour  
of it. Often I am interested in a subject which I then  
research and explore. Some things I make just  
because I think it’ll be fun to do (like my paper stilettos). 
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What is your most favourite piece and why? 
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There are exceptions though and some of my boxes ‘The Chocolate Journey’, my ‘Egyptian 
Treasures’ and ‘Love Letters’ are all part of that. Possibly because I didn’t have deadlines, there 
was no brief and no expectations. 
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